index and triceps or subscapular skinfold indices are equally valid predictors of adiposity.
• Chapter 7: It has been repeatedly shown that decreasing body weight results invariably in a lowering of blood pressure and that increases in blood pressure correlate well with body weight increment.
• Chapter 11: The waist/hip ratio is correlated with cardiovascular risk factors and predicts stroke and myocardial infarction in both men and women. • Chapter 43: While several chapters deal with thermogenic and lipolytic drugs for the treatment of obesity, there are as yet no safe and efficacious drugs to promote weight loss or prevent weight regain after desirable body weight has been achieved. • Chapters 47, 49-51: While chapters 49-51 report good results with protein-sparing very-low-calorie diets in morbid obesity, Garrow (chapter 47) argues that they are unnecessary and that their misuse is potentially dangerous. While the chapters are of variable quality and by no means constitute a complete review of the field, the book provides a good insight into the state of current knowledge and research.
Nutritional intervention in the aging process. Edited by H. James Arnbrect, John M. Prendergast, and Rodney M. Coe. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1984. 343 pages. US$51.90.
With the proportion of elderly increasing in some developing countries and already constituting 11% to 16% of the population of industrialized countries. a book on nutrition and the aging process is timely. There are two major problems: the topic is relatively new, and much of the information is extrapolated from knowledge obtained with younger age groups or extrapolated with uncertain validity from studies in experimental animals. Nevertheless, the evidence presented in many of the chapters of this book indicates that "it is presently within the power of every healthy aging individual to delay the physiological decline and body composition change by integrating exercise into the daily routine, adjusting
